WHAT DOES PROSPECTION MEAN WITHIN THE PSYCHOLOGY COMMUNITY?
The aim of this special issue was to bring the research community's attention to an area of research in psychological science that is gaining momentum, and that offers a way of understanding human behavior from the point of future-oriented cognition.
In this special issue titled "Future-minded: the role of prospection in Agency, Control, and other goal-directed processes" there is a range of contributions that include empirical studies examining prospection and emotional memories in a sleep paradigm (Cunningham et al., 2014) , the connection between prospective memory and emotions in decision-making (Worthy et al., 2014) , and the connection between prospection in the context of deception (Knieps et al., 2014) . There are also three review papers that focus on different aspects of prospection such as the broad conceptual issues around prospection (Osman, 2014b) , the current insights from work on prospective memory (Walter and Meier, 2014) , and the links between prospective memory and imagination (Zheng et al., 2014) .
Unlike many specially issues, all the contributors (Cunningham et al., 2014; Knieps et al., 2014; Walter and Meier, 2014; Worthy et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2014) took the time to define the concept that they were examining. This provides an important insight into the way in which this emerging field of research is conceptualized by the various researchers that are interested in it. Worthy et al. (2014) treats prospection as ". . . the representation and consideration of the future value of decisions" and Zheng et al. (2014) claim that ". . . it allows individuals to ensure their future interest and prevent future losses in advance" consider the role of values and outcomes as a key factor in prospection. Knieps et al. (2014) proposes that prospection involves ". . . thinking about possible future states of the world" and Osman (2014b) claims that it is "the process of representing and planning for possible future states of the world," both electing for a much broader conceptualization of the label prospection.
One area of research in which prospection has gained most attention has been in memory, and here we have two complementary definitions from the contributors to the special issue, Walter and Meier (2014) suggest that prospective memory is ". . . the ability to plan, retain and retrieve an intention as planned." and Cunningham et al. (2014) claim that it ". . . involves the intention formation of a memory so that information can be recalled and acted upon at a later time."
Clearly, in their definitions, the common theme amongst the contributors is that prospection is goal-directed, and the goal is to coordinate cognitive processes, actions, or sequences of behaviors that are designed to meet a possible future demand on the agent (responsive-mode), or work toward achieving a desirable outcome for the agent, or a group (proactive-mode). Is prospection a type of meta-process that coordinates a variety of cognitive processes in a goal-specific way? Or is it essentially a representational feature of all cognitive processes, in that it can be characterized as a type of framework for encoding and adapting memories in order to represent future state of the world in each aspect of cognition (e.g., memory, attention, perception, decision-making, reasoning, imagination)? In other words, is prospection better thought of as a process, or as a type of representation, or should we think of it as a combination of both?
Based on the contributions to this special issue, Osman (2014b), Worthy et al. (2014) , Zheng et al. (2014) treat prospection as a process that concerns future outcomes, whereas Cunningham et al. (2014) and Knieps et al. (2014) refer to prospection as if it is a type of representation of future states that in turn effects processes, and Walter and Meier's (2014) review strongly implies that prospection both coordinates various processes through intentions, and also influences our representational system so that we can generate imagined future states of the world. All of these different views compliment each other, but as yet, we are not quite at the stage where there is a single computational framework that underpins all of these different aspects of prospection. That is to come.
